
Leveraging MPI RMA for an efficient directory/cache transport layer 
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Physical distributed view of memory 

INTERTWinE is concerned with programming model interoperability, there has been much research and development in parallel pro-

gramming technologies so how can we best support these working together in order to meet the challenges of exa-scale?   Data Directory/Cache 
Data Directory: The programmer has a unified view (top left centre) of 

memory but in reality the pieces are distributed over many processes. All 

memory has a “home process” and the directory tracks which pieces of 

memory are located on which process. The directory also tracks data versions. 

Cache: Each process has it’s own cache and for performance remote data is 

transparently retrieved and then copied into the local cache before a pointer is 

returned and used by the programmer like any normal local variable. Data in 

the cache is marked as either constant or mutable, cache coherence protocols 

ensure global consistency. 

Pointers vs ranges 
To refer to locations in global memory and track, in the directory, where data is 

located two approaches can be used: 

 Global pointers where /proc/[pid]/maps is parsed locally and global com-

munication takes place to determine a large enough (many GB) contiguous 

free memory space for all processes. The address range is then reserved 

(but not allocated) via mmap and physical memory per process is pinned as 

required. The programmer works with familiar pointers but these represent 

a single location in memory and are limited by the address space of a pro-

cess. The directory maps pointers to home nodes via the memory map. 

 Ranges are used to represent any number of memory locations. Global 

ranges represent locations in the global (top centre) memory address space 

which can span multiple physical processes. Local ranges represent 

memory held locally, such as in the cache. This abstracts the programmer 

from many memory locations split over many processes. 

Memory Kinds 
Whilst the majority of the directory/cache calls are intended to be hidden from 

the programmer in the runtime, it is useful to give the programmer additional 

tools for specifying how their memory should be allocated. In the example 

(centre) the arrays A and B are allocated in an evenly distributed fashion, 

where data is split between processes as equally as possible. To control this we 

build on memkind and extend malloc with the provision of kinds such as: 

The kind determines how and where to allocate the memory which is also rec-

orded in the directory. Additional kinds can be written for other decomposi-

tions, other memory areas (such as hierarchies of memory) and over subsets 

of nodes. Using kinds in this manner allows the programmer to guide the allo-

cation of memory in a high level, abstract manner. 

Performance 
Jacobi solving Laplace’s equation for diffusion in 2 dimensions, decomposing the do-

main over two dimensions. Strong scaling over 4.19 million grid points, running to 5000 

iterations on Intel Broadwell processors. Whilst the directory/cache will be integrated 

with runtimes rather than used for by the programmer directly, this computationally in-

tensive code illustrates the performance one might currently expect. The MPI RMA ver-

sion is implemented via fences and the 

performance between this and the P2P 

version (using non-blocking communica-

tions to overlap communications and 

compute) is comparable. There is over-

head in our directory/cache implemen-

tation, strong scaling characteristics look 

similar but with higher runtime general-

ly. Much of this overhead is in the com-

plexity of having to copy data into the 

cache, ensuring cache coherence and 

being further abstracted from the RMA 

The directory/cache is currently in development, we have completed the 

initial prototype and have plenty more planned, both in terms of matur-

ing the approach and also integration with the task based model 

runtimes. If you are interested in more information, and/or to sign up for 

the INTERTWinE newsletter then the website is at  

http://www.intertwine-project.eu 
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In task based models such as OmpSs and StarPU the programmer works in a single memory 

space as above, but this limits them to shared memory machines. Combining these with 

distributed memory architectures (like below) allows for use on large scale HPC machines. 

This requires interoperability between task models and distributed memory so that the low 

level details are transparent to the programmer but they can still obtain good performance  

MPI RMA Transport layer 
Single sided MPI communications are used for transferring data between pro-

cesses. During initialisation dynamic windows are created 

(MPI_Win_create_dynamic) for each memory area (often only one per pro-

cess) and when memory is allocated inside that area then it is then attached 

to the window via MPI_Win_attach.  

The lock-request paradigm is used for synchronisation, where MPI_Win_lock 

and MPI_Win_unlock are issued by the origin around the get and/or put call

(s), naively this might look like: 

Above illustrates very simple data retrieval from remote memory into the 

cache where the process will block on the unlock call and wait for communica-

tions in the access epoch to complete. In our directory/cache the retrieval and 

storing of remotely held data is non-blocking, this makes things more complex 

and on issuing the get or put a new access epoch is created only if one is not 

already in progress. The MPI version 3.0 Rget and Rput calls are used which 

provide a request handle that can be tested for completion. A thread periodi-

cally tests these and if all communications in the epoch are completed then 

the window is unlocked. The directory/cache provides a wait functionality for 

its own data movements and this also unlocks the window which synchronises 

the communications. This should work well as typically data movement will 

occur infrequently at the start and end of tasks.  

MPI_Win_lock(MPI_LOCK_SHARED, …………) 

MPI_Get(………) 

MPI_Win_unlock(…………) 
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dist_malloc(sizeof(double) * n, EVENLY_DISTRIBUTED_KIND) 


